Located in Bemis Center’s lower level, the Sound Studio is a 1,000 square foot shared workspace for artists-in-residence. The workspace includes a Live Room for mixing and recording and a Live Room where artists can rehearse, experiment, and mic up instruments to be tracked into the Studio Room. The Live Room also serves as a rehearsal space where artists can set up multiple instruments to experiment or practice. The Sound Studio is equipped with a variety of instruments, amps, microphones, and digital hardware and software for recording and mixing.

**Computer + Accessories**
- **15” Macbook Pro (Ventura)**
- Wireless External Mac Keyboard (Bluetooth)
- Apple Magic Mouse 3
- Sony LG HDMI Monitor
- LaCie 8TB d2 Thunderbolt 3+ USB-C Desktop Hard Drive
- Avid Pro Tools First
- Ableton Live 12 Suite + Max
- Logic X
- Garageband
- Reaper
- AKG 414 XLII
- Royer R-121
- Sony C80
- 20x Crank Contact Mics (Custom)

**Microphone Accessories**
- CL1 Cloudlifter
- sE Electronics Metal Pop Screen
- Rode Wind Muff for Shotgun Mics
- Morley Hum Eliminator
- Mackie MTEST-1

**Compressors**
- RNC stereo compressor

**Keyboards/Synths**
- Nord Stage 3 Keyboard 88 Red
- Moog Grandmother
- Behringer TD-3
- Behringer RD8
- Arturia MicroFreak Hybrid Synthesizer
- Koma Elektronik Field Kit
- Novation Launchkey 49 MK3 49-key Keyboard Controller
- Circuit Abbey - Gozinta
- Circuit Abbey - Unify
- Qu-Bit Electronix - Chance
- Qu-Bit Electronix - Bloom
- Qu-Bit Electronix - Chord
- Qu-Bit Electronix - Prism
- AI Synthesis - AI007 Quad Voltage Controlled Mixer VCA
- Intellijel - Dixie II
- Intellijel - Mult
- 2HP - Play
- 2HP - LPF
- 2HP - Bell
- Recovery Effects and Devices - Dirty Murals
- After Later Audio - Baker
- After Later Audio - Tilt
- 4ms Company - EnvVCA [ENV]
- DoBoz - Touch Sensing Note Memory
- Music Thing Modular - Spring Reverb
- Tiptop Audio - uZeus
Amps
Vox AC15C1 15-watt 1x12" Tube Combo Amp
Crate BX-80
Fender - Princeton 65'

Direct Boxes
Whirlwind IMP 2
Whirlwind EDB-1
Radial PRO D1
Radial PRO D2
Radial SAT 2

Headphone + HP Amps
Audio-Technica ATH-M50xWH Headphones
Beyerdynamic DT 770 Pro Mixing Headphones
Behringer Powerplay P1(x4)
Rolls HA43 Pro
Behringer HA400
Lepai LP-168HA

Turntables
Vestax PDX 3000 w/ Ortofon Concorde Needle

Cables (Types)
Pro Co XLR (M to F) (1ft - 50ft)
Pro Co Speaker (TRS and TS) (25ft to 50ft)
Pro Co 1/4" Instrument (M to M) (3ft to 12ft)
Pro Co RCA (M to M)
Pro Co 1/4" to 1/8" (M to F)

Drums
Ludwig 14X22 Bass Drum
Ludwig 16X16 Floor Tom
Ludwig 9X13 Rack Tom
Ludwig 5X14 Black Magic Snare
Yamaha Double-Braced Lightweight Boom Cymbal Stand
Yamaha FP-7210 bass drum pedal
Yamaha SS-740A snare drum stand
Yamaha CS-755 boom cymbal stands
Yamaha HS-740A hi-hat stand
Zildjian 14" K HiHats
Zildjian 16" K Dark Medium Thin Crash
Zildjian 20" K Ride
Zildjian 18" K Dark Medium Thin Crash
Evans G2 Coated Batter Drumhead 12 in.
Evans G2 Coated Batter Drumhead 16 in.
Evans EMAD 2 Clear Batter Bass Drumhead 22 in.
Aquarian Regulator Off-Set Hole Gloss White Bass Drum Head 22 in.
Evans SD14 Genera HD Coated White Snare Head
ROC-N-SOC Nitro Throne

Drum Accessories
Vater Classics Drumsticks 3-pack - 8D Jazz - Wood Tip
Vic Firth American Custom Timpani Mallets
Vic Firth American Classic Drumsticks - 5A - Wood Tip
Timber Drum Company - Soft Rubber Mallets
TuneBot Drum Tuner

Effect Pedals + Accessories
Voodoo Lab + 1 IEC + 8 Power Cables
Earthquaker Devices Afterneath
Boss - TU3 Chromatic Tuner
Nano Clone Chorus

Guitar
Jamstick - 6 String MIDI Guitar
First Act - 6 String Strat

Stands (Types)
Gravity Small Boom Stand
On-Stage Tall Boom Microphone Stand
On-Stage SMS6000-P Speaker Stand
On-Stage Mini Base Stand (6in)
On Stage Rack Unit (12 Slots)
On Stage Studio Table w/ Monitor Stand

Power
LiveWire PC900
Furman 6 Slot Power Strip (x3)
Cooper 6 Slot Power Conditioner
Cabling
2x Elite Core PS8030 SNAKE

SPEAKERS
4x Electro-Voice ELX115 15" Live X 2-Way Passive Loudspeaker
2x Electro-Voice TX1152 Tour X 2-Way 15" PA Speaker
2x Electro-Voice ELX118P Active 18” Subwoofer and Cover Kit

Mixer
Behringer X32 Rack Digital Mixer
Midas M32
Midas DL32
Midas DL32 32-input / 16-output Stage Box

Crossover
dbx DriveRack PA2 Complete Loudspeaker Management System

Rack
Gator G-TOUR 12U CAST ATA Wood Rack Case with Casters

AMPS
2 x QSC GX5 Stereo Power Amplifier
2 x QSC RMX 2450a Power Amplifier